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SYNOPSIS
Maverick director Ulrich Seidl (Dog Days, The Paradise Trilogy) delves into yet another
exploration of the dark underside of the human psyche with a look at Austrian basements
fitted out as private domains for secrets and fetishes. No desire or proclivity is off-limits
to Seidl’s camera, which takes in the opera-singing gunslinger, the Hitler-loving brass
band, a hunter of exotic species and the passionate devotees of S&M with an equal
measure of curiosity and compassion.

A FILM YOU COULD KEEP SHOOTING FOREVER: EIGHT QUESTIONS FOR
ULRICH SEIDL
About basements it is safe to say: Almost everyone has one, almost no one
reveals theirs. Can you tell us how you researched your film? Did you go out
looking for specific basements?
In fact it was hard to gain access to people and their basements. It‘s easy enough to find
the normal, banal, harmless. Many people are happy to show off their basements, but
what you encounter is mostly hobby areas such as workshops, fitness or party rooms, or
even entire basements devoted to a husband’s model railway or beer coaster collection.
But I was looking for abysses, and how do you go about finding them? How do you find
people who have something to hide? After several weeks of research — which mainly
consisted of going door to door and knocking — the results were so frustrating that we
began to concentrate on more publicized themes: guns or underground shooting ranges,
for instance, and we explored the SM-scene. It was half a year before we could even begin
filming, although the search for additional people and locations stretched on for a very
long time. Now that it‘s finished, I know that “In the Basement” is a film that you could
keep working on, keep filming, without ever exhausting the subject.
What truths do Austrians in particular and people in general stow away in
their basement?
For Austrians the basement has a significance that may not exist in other countries.
Austrians often spend their free time in their basement. Down there, they — men,
fathers, housewives, couples or children — can be who they want. Down there, they can
indulge their needs, hobbies, passions and obsessions. The basement is a locus of free
time and the private. But for many people the basement is also a place of the
unconscious, a place of darkness and a place of fear. For some people that grows out of
personal experience, for others a childhood memory. In fact, the basement was and is a
place of hiding, a place of secret crime, a place of abuse and rape, a place of captivity,
torture and violence.

Why, after your “PARADISE” fiction trilogy, did you return to the
documentary form within this film?
For me personally and for my artistic work it is, quite simply, essential that I constantly
plunge back into reality. My fiction films are nourished and often inspired by this.
Getting to know other people and worlds has always been and remains very enriching.
Which does not mean that it is always pleasant. You repeatedly come into contact with
life and destinies, repeatedly witness the traps that people are born or have slid into.
Humanity never ceases to amaze me: what people put themselves through to fulfill their
longings, meet their obligations, sublimate their inadequacies, act out their need for
power, or repress their sexuality. Or how people fight for their dignity, a bit of affection, a
modicum of happiness. Often, what I experience and witness seizes hold of me, often I
close the door shaken, often I am dismayed by the images of what people do to each
other, usually without bad intentions. It‘s normal. You sense and feel the abysses hidden
there — and in the best case you sense your own abysses as well.
In all of your films you seek out and find truths that aren’t necessarily
realistic. I’m referring to the much-noted integration of documentary
stylistic techniques with those of fiction cinema that is at the heart of your
cinema. To put it differently: It would not be a Seidl film if fact and fiction
weren’t intricately intertwined. I’m thinking for example of the scenes with a
woman and the baby dolls. Could you tell us a bit more about them?
As always with my films, you set out on a journey into the unknown, into unknown places
and people. You have certain ideas, you have a concept in mind — and with all that you
plunge into reality. For me it‘s never about illustrating that reality; I instead want to
discover my own view of the reality I find. Your perspective of reality is the
cinematographic gaze that shapes that reality. Through it I try to show what I see, what
I‘m touched by, what I want to reveal to my viewers. With my cinematographic gaze I try
to approach my protagonists and to gather filmic fragments of reality, none of which is
complete or definitive.
The woman with the baby dolls is a good example of how, given my approach to reality,
the filmic narration is sometimes invented. The woman who plays these scenes with the
doll did have one of those strikingly realistic Reborn babies in her apartment, but not in
the basement. The story that the film tells — namely, that this woman has several
“babies” hidden in her basement that she talks to every day — is an invented story. Only
the location is real. The scenes were shot in her actual basement.
The film’s main threads deal with people whose passions and interests are
far from socially acceptable, whereas the traditional hobby basement or
party basement or laundry room is represented only in Seidl tableaux. Why
do you favor the extreme?
I don‘t. Admittedly, very few of us have a picture of Hitler hanging on our walls, but
rejection and hatred of or indifference toward the Other can be found everywhere.

The socially acceptable, as you put it, is only a veneer. Beneath that is the private, the real
truth, real life. If extremes form the core of the film, it is because I believe that this
“extreme” in one form or another, in a modified or diluted form, applies to us all. None of
us are immune to xenophobia, we all have our fears and abysses — be they fascistic
sympathies, repressed tendencies to violence, unexpressed desires for power, or
repression or sexual fantasies that deviate from so-called normalcy.
Why violence and abuse, whether physical or psychological, occur in all social
institutions, public and private, religious or progressive-secular in orientation. Wherever
people are allowed the possibility of exercising power over others, you find oppression,
humiliation, exploitation and abuse.
The crimes of Wolfgang Priklopil and Josef Fritzl, notorious pedophiles who
each kept a young girl prisoner for years or decades, have led to a distorted
view elsewhere of Austria and its basements. Did that motivate you to make
this film, or deter you from it?
Neither. The idea for this film originated long before those crimes came to light. It
occurred to me around the time of “Dog Days” (2001), when I was location-scouting with
my crew in suburbs, exploring and nosing around housing developments, urban deserts,
row houses and single-family-housing ghettos. The more homes I visited and the more
basements I went down into, the more I realized that basement rooms were often more
lavishly conceived than actual living areas, and that the inhabitants of these dwellings
preferred their basements more than their living rooms and spent more time there. The
living room was often only for show. That was new to me, a new realization.
Then, in the past few years, as we all know, Austria gained regretful worldwide notoriety
for its basements. Things that you could never imagine were a reality. So you have to
accept the fact that, regardless of how or what my film deals with or shows — no matter
what film you make on this theme: In the minds of the audience, the crimes of Fritzl and
Kampusch will always be present.
In spite of your directorial rigor and the emotional power of the stories, “In
the Basement” is also full of humor. Several of your protagonists tell jokes
on camera. In your cinematic universe, the enjoyable and the unpleasant go
hand-in-hand.
Humor is important in all my films, but what is new here are the obscene male jokes.
They too, in a certain way, describe realities. They cloak male sexual fantasies, racism
and sexism in a supposedly “humorous” guise that is socially acceptable. Often while
shooting a scene I would ask myself: Should I laugh or cry? Maybe I should pursue that.
Maybe someday I should make a film that consists only of obscene male jokes.
Interview by Markus Keuschnigg

RITUALS OF LIFE AND DEATH: AN ESSAY BY OLAF MÖLLER, INSPIRED
BY “IN THE BASEMENT”
From the ground floor up, we put on an act, represent. Society is imitated, staged as daily
life: charade, masquerade, performance. But living, letting it all out, indulging our
eccentricities — that happens in the basement, where visitors are not allowed, sometimes
not even other family members. Below the surface, bathed in artificial light that makes
skin look waxen, sickly, moribund... you can be yourself, have a good time, toy with all
the ideas that one floor higher are unwelcome, if not prosecuted and punished by law.
Down below you find a kind of fulfillment that neither wants nor needs to pay lip service
to the demands of culture as defined by media and society.
In the basement you can practice killing and watch killing and show off your selfassurance while killing; you can pay homage to Mad King Ludwig and the Führer and our
Lord Savior all at the same time; you can happily have yourself beaten to orgasm, be
hung by the balls, or strapped into a gynecological examination chair and generously
tongued. There‘s music there. It‘s cozy there. Time can stand still there or race on toward
a tomorrow that seems entirely possible. Again and again there, death and love look
the same and demand similar poses: The man watching his regal snake devour its prey
behind glass adopts the same posture of devout humility as the love slave on all fours
waiting opposite the toilet to be allowed to lick his mistress clean after she finishes
peeing.
While upstairs is crammed with furniture and knickknacks, good taste and even better
intentions, downstairs is minimalistic: Only what is needed to carry out fantasies has
been acquired. Here even the suite of rooms filled to the last corner with paintings
(reproductions) and medals and weapons and shop-window mannequins dressed in Nazi
uniforms appears Spartan because it is devoted to a single obsession, an idée fixe, one
locus of myth and person. But such mass-market opulence (of the most politically
disturbing kind) is the exception; most of the rooms are reminiscent of understated and
unadorned Romanesque churches, pure places of worship. The underground shooting
range, for example, is a vaulted area equipped with a simple, automatic cable system to
shuttle the prints of human targets, and with plain wood dividers between individual
stalls. The SM rooms are similarly free of frills: a whipping bench, a display case for sex
toys, a rack for whips, paddles and ropes, a bondage chair surrounded by candlesticks,
here perhaps a chain, there a table, possibly a shower stall and a toilet, but otherwise
nothing, nothing at all that doesn‘t play a role in the realization of complementary
desires.
Or is that maybe a shovel lying on the floor of one of the basements? The spheres can‘t be
separated that precisely, things overlap. Only a short driveway, after all, separates the
street and the underground garage; from outside you can glimpse what‘s inside below,
and if you look in the right light and from the proper angle, you can get a good idea of the
kind of ghosts that the basement harbors. For his part the love slave has to clean the
bathroom with his tongue, wash the dishes in the kitchen and in the bedroom caress and
pleasure his mistress.

The culture of our times pretends that feelings, needs, fears and distress can be precisely
partitioned — as if for everything there was one drawer, and one drawer alone, if you
please, to be filled according to its label. But apparently that‘s not how things work in the
world. Nor is it desirable.
For the basement gives rise to all the energies that whirl our street-level existence. At
work are subterranean, subversive forces, antisocial and undirected in a world that
absurdly purports to be goal oriented. In the basement are articulated all of the
contradictions and perversions that the ground floor tries to drum into us as abnormal. A
buxom, seemingly affable whore explains, for instance, that she gave up her retail sales
job because she was treated like a number and always had to be nice, regardless of how
horrible her customers were. And a shyly smiling masochist turns out to be an employee
of the Catholic charity Caritas who works with abused women: In her soul, private eros
and the experience of male violence in relationships have become inextricably
interwoven.
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